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Abstract— Cloud computing has a big problem as security and outsourcing about the data like edit, delete or update the data. Consumption of highly sensitive data or information on cloud has privacy problem. The data encryption may increase the security thread in some extends but it fall in the problem about data access fastly. The processes that we introduce is Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) which allows retrieval of encrypted data over cloud. So in this paper we fully focus on data privacy issues with the help of Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE).

Now this is the first time we are going to use similarity relevance and scheme robustness to solve the privacy issues. We found in some system or server that the data privacy is leaks with the use of Order-Preserving Encryption (OPE). To eliminate this leakage, we propose a Two-Round Searchable Encryption (TRSE) scheme that supports Top-k-multi-keyword retrieval. In TRSE we introduce a vector space model and homomorphic encryption methods. In that the vector space model will help to provide sufficient search accuracy, which enables users to involve in the ranking. As a result, information leakage can be eliminated and data security is ensured. So through security and performance analysis show that the propose scheme in this paper guarantees about high security and fully efficient data management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is an internet based development and use of computer technology. It is possible that users can subscribe high quality services from data and software that reside solely on remote data centers with increasing network bandwidth and reliable, flexible network connections [1]. The main threat on cloud computing is about data privacy which roots in the cloud itself. When user wants to access their private data on to the cloud for performing the changes functionality on data. That all things are managed by cloud service provider. The CSP also manages the communication between the user and the cloud.

The example of cloud service provider is Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) and Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). These all online services which provide huge amount of storage space and customizable computing resources.

At first the traditional cryptography is used for the purpose of data security protection but by using this user loss the control over the data. Each and every user stored his or her various kinds of data in the cloud and demands their data safety for long time assurance. The problems occur by verifying the correctness of data in the cloud becomes lots of challenging. Next Secondly, Cloud Computing is not a third party data warehouse. The stored data in the cloud frequently updated by the users i.e. insertion, deletion, modification, appending, recording, etc. to ensure storage correctness under dynamic data update.

Fig. 1: Cloud data storage architecture

II. DESIGN METHODOLOGIES

The data design transforms the information domain model created during analysis into the data structures that will be required to implement the software. The data objects with the relationships defined in the entity relationship diagram with the detailed data content depicted in the data dictionary provide the basis for the data design activity. The part of the data design also may occur in conjunction with the design of software architecture. The detailed data design will occurs in each software component. Now architectural design define us the relationship between major structural elements of the software, and the design patterns that can be used to achieve the requirements the system architecture. During each design activity, we apply basic concepts and principles that lead to high quality.
The interface design describes how the software communicates itself. An interface implies a flow of information (e.g., data and/or control) and a specific type of behavior. That’s why, data and control flow diagrams provide us lot of information required for interface design. The component-level design transforms structural elements of the software architecture into a procedural description of software components.

III. FLOW ACTIVITY MODEL

As you can see in the fig. Activity diagram it actually show flow of the design model of the practically implementation of the paper. In that first the server must to in running state, and should me waiting on ports to accept the user request for connection. Once server is in running state the user can able to access the data.

Now in second step use have to login first and then access the file or resources. Once she done with the editing or updating resources he must to logout.

At admin side the admin have authority to add or remove resources do the modifications and also can block specific ip address if they found any issue.

IV. BASIC SNAPSHOT OF WORKING MODULE:

A. Server login

B. Server model

C. Client Login

D. Client model
E. Client confirmation key model

Fig e) Client Confirmation Key model

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In this paper we are research and studied to working on the key based data storage security in cloud computing successfully which provide the security to the user important data in all the way. Also It granted about the data dependency on editing, updating or deleting the data successfully. In future we can implement the same scheme for mobile phone as well so it make so easy to handle the account via mobile rather than requirement of system or laptop so it also provide the same security thread in mobile computing in future.
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